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The report by Rojas-Suarez et al. [11] describes clinical information on 23 maternal deaths from pandemic
A(H1N1)2009 influenza (2009 H1N1) infection in Columbia. Their clinical experiences mirror what we experienced in the United States during this same time period.
Using Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
surveillance data through the end of 2009, we described
56 deaths from 2009 H1N1 among pregnant women in the
United States and showed that pregnant women had a disproportionately higher risk of mortality than the general
population [12].
The experience with pregnant women during the
2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic is a reminder of the risks
of influenza to pregnant women. Compared to the general
population, pregnant women with influenza are more
likely to develop severe disease and to die [10]. In addition to the considerable risks for the pregnant woman,
there can also be adverse effects on her fetus including
increased risk of spontaneous abortion, preterm delivery,
low birth weight, and fetal death [10]. Therefore, vaccination and prompt empiric therapy are particularly critical
for pregnant women in preventing and treating infection and for preventing adverse fetal effects. Of note, in
the Columbian case series [11], none of the women who
died had received influenza vaccination and many did not
receive prompt antiviral therapy.
In the United States, influenza vaccination is recommended for all women who will be pregnant during
influenza season, regardless of trimester [1]. In the wake
of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, influenza vaccination coverage for pregnant women increased. However, coverage

has been relatively stable since then with approximately
50% of pregnant women being vaccinated [7], leaving
significant room for improvement. We have learned that
health care providers play a critical important role in
promoting influenza vaccine. In a recent study, pregnant
women whose health care providers recommended and
offered influenza vaccination were more likely to receive
the influenza vaccine (73.6%) compared with women who
received only a recommendation but no offer (47.9%) and
women who received neither a recommendation nor an
offer (11.1%) [2].
In addition to vaccine, we also know that pregnant
women infected with influenza benefit from prompt antiviral therapy. In our series of 56 deaths among pregnant
women with influenza [12], only one death occurred in a
pregnant patient who received treatment within 2 days of
symptom onset; women who received antiviral therapy
more than 4 days after symptom onset were six times more
likely to be admitted to an intensive care unit and over 50
times more likely to die than women treated within 2 days
after symptom onset. Multiple studies from the 2009 H1N1
pandemic demonstrated that early initiation of antiviral
therapy decreased severe morbidity and mortality among
pregnant women [8].
As we reflect on the recent influenza pandemic in
2009–2010, our collective global clinical experiences may
hold important lessons for the challenges ahead. Although
this paper [11] focuses on the effects of a pandemic strain of
influenza, it is important to remember that seasonal influenza also presents a significant risk to pregnant women
[9]. The 2012–2013 influenza season was moderately severe
in the United States, with higher rates of hospitalization
and death compared with recent years. Specific data about
how pregnant women fared during the 2012–2013 season
are not available. However, during that season, 149 children died of influenza; with the exception of the 2009–
2010 H1N1 pandemic season, this is the highest number
of pediatric deaths reported since 2004 when influenzaassociated pediatric mortality became nationally notifiable, emphasizing that seasonal influenza continues to
represent a significant threat to human health [4]. Thus, it
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is critical that we continue to encourage pregnant women
to be vaccinated for seasonal influenza.
Our experience in recent years has also highlighted the
unpredictable nature of influenza, with the emergence and
maintenance of several novel influenza viruses with pandemic potential. A highly pathogenic strain of avian influenza A (H5N1) was first reported in humans in 1997 in Hong
Kong. Culling of poultry in Hong Kong and implementation
of other measures resulted in control of the outbreak, but
the virus reemerged in 2003. Cases of H5N1 continue to be
observed, with 633 human cases and 377 deaths reported
to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 15 countries in
Asia, Africa, the Pacific, Europe and the Near East since
November 2003. As of July 5, 2013, 23 human cases and 17
deaths were already reported in 2013 [14]. Most cases have
had exposures to birds, and sustained, efficient human-tohuman transmission, a factor necessary for development
of a pandemic, has not been observed. Several pregnant
women with H5N1 have been reported, including one case
with severe multi-organ involvement resulting in her death
and transmission of H5N1 to her fetus [13].
In 2011, 12 cases of another novel influenza virus,
influenza A H3N2 variant (H3N2v) (the term “variant”
refers to influenza viruses that normally circulate in pigs
when they are found in people) were identified in the
United States, and 309 additional cases were reported
from 12 states in 2012. Thus far in 2013, 16 cases from
three states have been reported (as of August 15, 2013).
Most cases of H3N2v illness in humans have been mild,
although several hospitalizations and one death have
occurred. Most cases had prolonged exposure to pigs at
agricultural fairs, and no sustained, efficient human-tohuman transmission has been observed, although limited
human-to-human transmission occurred [5].
Finally, as of April 1, 2013, WHO reported identification of human infections of a novel low pathogenic avian

influenza A (H7N9) virus in China [3]. To date, there have
been 135 confirmed human cases associated with this
virus. Most cases have been severely ill, and over 30% of
cases have died [15]. Although most cases were among
elderly males, at least two pregnant women with H7N9
have been reported [6]. Case investigations suggest that
most people with H7N9 were infected following contact
with infected poultry or contaminated environments. A
few small clusters of H7N9 infection have occurred and,
thus, human-to-human transmission cannot be ruled
out; however, no sustained human-to-human transmission has been observed. The terms “low pathogenic”
and “highly pathogenic” with regard to avian influenza
viruses refer to the severity of influenza in chickens; infection in chickens with low pathogenic viruses is subclinical. Thus, the fact that H7N9 is a low pathogenic avian
influenza virus means that infected chickens cannot be
easily detected based on clinical illness, which complicates control measures.
The 2012–2013 influenza season and recent outbreaks
of novel influenza viruses with pandemic potential stress
the importance of remaining vigilant. Obstetric health care
providers should continue to focus on ways to integrate
influenza vaccination into prenatal care. In addition, pregnant women who are suspected to have influenza should
receive prompt antiviral treatment. Based on our experience with the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, these strategies save
lives.
Disclaimer: The findings and conclusions in this report
are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent
the official position of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
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